press release

Has Andy Weir written “The Martian” by thoughts?
g.tec celebrates the nominations of “The Martian” with Andy Weir
th

February 26 , 2016 (Schiedlberg). Andy Weir is a great novelist and the author of “The Martian”, the hit movie
directed by Ridley Scott in 2015 and nominated for the Best Picture Award at The Academy Awards 2016 on
th
Sunday, February 28 . Andy is a friend of Brendan Allison, the Senior Scientist at g.tec Guger Technologies, a
company based in Austria. Therefore g.tec made up a special “Andy Weir Edition” of g.Nautilus wireless EEG cap
and sent it over to Andy Weir, who took some selfies of himself wearing the cap. g.tec got the chance to talk to
Andy Weir. Read the Interview with Andy Weir on the g.tec Blog: http://blog.gtec.at/andy-weir/

The Martian – Journey to Mars
The science-fiction story “The Martian” is about a manned mission to Mars featuring Matt Damon, the NASA
astronaut Mark Watney. It shows the fascinating fight against the life-threatening circumstances by a man who is
presumed dead after a fierce storm and left behind by his crew on planet Mars. The movie has 7 nominations in the
categories Best Picture, Actor in a Leading Role (Matt Damon), Visual Effects, Sound Editing, Writing, Sound Mixing
and Production Design.

A Special Gift to Andy Weir
g.tec created an Andy Weir Edition of g.Nautilus wireless EEG, hoping this “thinking cap” helps inspire Andy’s new
work. g.tec wishes Andy good luck and lots of Oscars.

About g.tec
g.tec was founded by Christoph Guger and Günter Edlinger in 1999 as a spin-off from the Graz University of
Technology and sells its award-winning technology to companies, universities and research institutes worldwide. As a
company in the field of biomedical engineering, their systems can be used for the analysis of brain (EEG), heart (ECG),
muscle (EMG) activities and other physiological parameters, and support major BCI approaches (motor imagery, P300,
SSVEP and slow cortical potentials).
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